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US Diesel  and Crude Oil Prices over time



Relationship between Crude Oil price and 
Diesel Fuel Price 

Trend Line Model  

Diesel Retail Price(Cents per Gallon) = 2.38515*Crude Oil Price($/barrel) 
+ 132.292



Implications on crude oil price to transportation 
rates

� Given the relationship in the previous slide, we 

see that a $10/barrel increase in crude oil will 

result in ~$0.24/gallon increase in diesel fuel

� Standard fuel surcharge methodology is to 

increase surcharge $0.01/mile for every $0.06 

increase in diesel fuel

� We conclude that for every $10 increase per 

barrel of crude oil price, we have an additional 

$0.04/mile increase in transportation rates.



Case Study: Oil Prices and the Logistics Network

� Manufacturer of consumer packaged goods

� Manufacturing is possible in three locations:

� Philadelphia- Highest production cost

� Omaha-

� Juarez, Mexico- Lowest production cost

� 60 potential DC locations

� 888 aggregated customers

� Inbound transportation uses commercial TL carriers

� TL averages 40,000 lbs/shipment

� Outbound transportation uses a private fleet 

� Private fleet averages 20,000 lbs/shipment



Case Study - Objectives

� Determine the best number and location of 

distribution centers, as well assignment of 

customers to DC’s.

� Determine the best allocation of production to 

their manufacturing locations.

� Understand how the optimal network would 

change as oil prices fluctuate

� Roughly 25% of the supply chain costs are in 

transportation



Network Visualization 



Discussion of Tradeoffs

� As crude oil price increases, transportation 

costs become more important relative to 

production and facility fixed costs. We expect:

� Production moves nearer to demand. 

� Cheaper manufacturing in Mexico is offset by higher 
transportation costs.

� Additional DC’s are more attractive.

� As outbound transportation becomes more expensive, it 
becomes increasing important to minimize the distance of 
the final leg.



Impact on Warehouse Locations

Moving from $125/ barrel to $150/ barrel changes the optimal number of DC’s from 5 to 7. In 
particular, you can think of Las Vegas being replaced by Los Angeles, Albuquerque, and Portland.

$75/ barrel $200/ barrel 



Impact on Production Sourcing

$75/ barrel $200/ barrel 



Total Cost Comparison

3% increase in total cost 
as the price of a barrel
increases from  $100 to $150


